The science of psychoanalysis not only uses to reveal the behaviour of human, but it can be used also to analyze the literary works. This study concerns analyzing one of character in J.K Rowling's novel Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince "Lord Voldemort" by using psychoalaysis approach. This study focuses on the relation characterization of Voldemort between his past event. The goal of this study is to find out the the character and characterization of Voldemort relate to Voldemort's life seen psychoanalysis.Utilizing the descriptive qualitative as method the results of this study are the character that is depicted in Voldemort is antagonist and static character, the development of Voldemort's characterization is found in four steps: Voldemort's childhood, adolescence, Tom Riddle after Hogwarts, and Tom Riddle transforms being Lord Voldemort. The id is a part of unconscious, likely influence the personality of Voldemort and every action that he takes. It causes he grow up to be a scary and horrible person and he also does a lot of vile actions to satisfy his desire and to avoid feeling anxiety and uncomfotable. Like, he feels anxious because he can die, so, to avoid his feeling he creates horcrux to beat the death.
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince is one example of novel, this series tells us about dark wizard "Lord Voldemort" who has secreat life that influences his character in life. It also tells us about the nasty action of Voldemort such as, he did several murders, he wanted to take control the magic world by destroying the wizards who did not support him and demolishing muggle (people who do not have power of magic) and he was assisted by follower "Death Eaters" for his plans.
Based on the story above, the significant thing in this novel was everything that Voldemort did deal with his past. His experience about his past was bad, his mother died when he was still baby, of course he lacked of affection, when he lived in orphanage he had not friends so he always made something bad. Therefore the writer is eager to analyze this novel because it has psychoanalysis perspective in Voldemort. Based on the background above, the writer formulates three questions as follow: 1. What is the character of Voldemort potrayed in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince? 2. What is the Voldemort characterization depicted in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince? 3. How do the characterization relate to Voldemort's life seen from psychoanalysis approach?
Review of Related Literature
Generally, a literary work especially fiction (novel) has elements to develop the story. One of them is character. Character is one of the essential things in a novel. The story will be useless if it does not have character inside even though the story has a good setting, plot, and theme. Following Potter explains that character is a basic element in imaginative literature (1967:1). Kennedy and Gioia state that character is a person who lives in a story (2007:73) . Same as in the previous theory, Abrams also adds that it is a person represented in narrative work who sketches in a particular type (1999:32) .
Furthermore character is also classified into several types; the character based on the role and based on the development. Here, the kinds of character based on role; protagonist is the essential character of the story. Like Potter says that protagonist is always the focal point of a story and forefront of the action (1967:7). Actually, a protagonist is faced with conflict that must be resolved. Robert and Jacobs (1986:136) state that it is the central to do action and against an antagonist (Elyla, 2010:8) . According to Potter, antagonist is a person that opposes the protagonist (1967:7). Robert and Jacobs (1986:139) says that antagonist is a character who opposes the protagonist and causes of the problem on particular situation (Elyla, 2010: 9) .
As Potter says that to describe the nature of the character, it deals with the concept of characterization. It is the process or method by which the author uses to reveal or describe the character personality in a story. He also mentions that a number of methods of characterization to reveal the person's character by what he says and does his speech, and his physical appearance (1967:3-4) .
Psychology theory focuses on human personality because personality of someone can influence behavior and the way of thinking of human in society. Another reason is human personality made by someone's experience. Minderop says that personality created by experience of someone. So, it can influence someone's behavior in society (2011:4). He also adds there are several factors that give effect for developing human personality; past historical factor, contemporary factor, innate factor, and environment factor (2011:20) .
Talking about unconscious mind, it influences human personality and behavior because people have secret life and they consider keeping their secret in unconscious. The unconscious mind is a place to save feeling, thought, pain, and memory. Most of the contents in unconscious are the unpleasant feeling, such as pain, anxiety, and conflict. Eagleton (1996:437) says, Freud believes that human's mind is influenced by unconscious mind because human personality is developed by human experience. He also describes human's mind likes iceberg which contains the secret of human, conflict, and several problems. So, he thinks that unconscious mind is the key to understand human personality. In addition, Minderop says that human behavior is often influenced by the unconscious trying to bring ourselves and behave without conscious (2011:13).
The Structure of Human Personality
The Id is part of human's personality and the place in unconscious. The basic work of id is satisfying the urges, needs, and desire. The id is like the king that all the id needs must be fulfilled. Freud adds that the id is pulsi reservoir and a source of psychic energy. Id as psychic energy that force human to fullfill the basic need, like eat, sexs, and reject the pain or uncomfortable (Minderop, 2011:21) . The ego locates between between the conscious and unconscious. The working of the ego is trying to fulfill the pleasure of human but he is limited by reality. The Ego likes prime minister that has job to finish the problem that has relation with reality and he also fulfill the plasure of human (Minderop, 2011:21) . The superego is the third system of human psyche, it is the moral system. Becaus it is a moral system, the superego has role as it takes control the authority of moral in personality, it reflects the moral action than the real action, it fights for the prefection than pleasure, and the superego as judge to judgment whether the action taken is right or wrong (Fudyartanta, 2012:141) .
The Development of Oral Phase
This phase takes place during infacy and childhood in the first year. At this stage, the child is totaly dependent on the mother because the child needs food from mother. The mother duty at this phase is gives the food for the child through breastfeeding. According to Freud, he says that oral phase is the phase of babyhood and childhood in first year which the role of mother is important. On that phase mother has duty to feed by breastfeeding. In that process, the bound between mother and child is built. The child feels safe, comfort, and dependence on his mother (Fudyartanta, 2012:164) .
Anxiety
Every situation that makes people worry and feeling threatened, it causes the people have the feeling of anxiety. It is because they have problem that is an obstacle to gain their purpose to achieve something. Following Minderop, she states that several conflicts and problems can obstruct the progress of individuals to achieve goals and it is one the source of anxiety. She also says that the threatened can be physic, psyche, and some unconfort feeling that causes anxiety (2011:28).
Hatred
Feeling hatred has relationship with feeling angry and jelousy. When people feeling hatred of something or someone, they have desire to abolish the source of feeling hatred. According to Krech (1974:479) hate has relationship with angry and the trait that marks felling of hatred is emerge the desire to kill or destroy the source of hatred. He also adds that someone always has feeling hatred and he or she will feel satisfied if the object of hatred is destroyed (Minderop, 2011:44) .
Research Method
The writer uses qualitative method for defining the data of the research clearly. By the qualitative method that is made by the researcher, it is hoped the writer will be able to analyze the data and get the purpose of this thesis. It means that the research analyzes data by describing in detail not in the forms of numbers (or numeric) but they are in the forms of words, phrases, or utterances or sentences. Strauss emphasizes that qualitative method is a research that result of the data is not obtained by using statistical or measurement procedure (2007:11) . Addition Miles and Huberman explain that data from qualitative research is the forms of words than numbers, the sources of it from an evironment and it also can help to understand the phenomena chronologically (1992:1-2).
Source of Data
In general, the data is taken and selected from the novel Harry Potter and the HalfBlood Prince by J.K Rowling that was published on July 15 2005. The data of the research focoses on analyzing Lord Voldemort
Data Analysis Technique
Data from this research analyses, sorts, categorizes and processes based on theoretical framework. There are some steps that will be applied to analyze Voldemort character. The procedures of the data analysis are: reading and comprehending the novel Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince by J.K Rowling., reading and comprehending the character of Voldemort, analyzing the character of Voldemort by using theory of character, analyzing the characterization of Voldemort by using theory of characterization, find out and analyze the characterization of Voldemort by using Psychoanalysis approach, and last, the writer summarize based on the discussion.
Analysis Antagonist and Static Anatgonist
Voldemort is one of the characters who plays role in the novel Harry Potter by J.K Rowling. He is described as figure that has bad character and personality. His action makes him as bad character. He always does anything that makes people suffer and pain, for instance, he makes people afraid of him by killing and giving terror. In addition, Voldemort is a person who dislikes Harry Potter and he always tries to hamper and murders him. He also causes a lot of mess and problem in particular situation. Because of his action and attitude, Voldemort is categorized as antagonist character.
In 
Static
Lord Voldemort is categorized as static character because at the beginning until the end he is consistence being cruel character. Especially in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood prince, Voldemort had been doing a lot of offense when he was a boy and he continued when he grows up. The first offense he did when he was a boy, he killed a rabbit of his friend in orphanage after he had argued with his friend. Then, when summer outing he asked his two friends to follow him enter the cave. After that, after that his two friends never same again, they became different. It is impossible if there no something happened that time. Not only that things happened when he was a boy, but he did offense when he studied in Hogwarts. This incident happened when Riddle opened the Chamber of Secret in Hogwarts and he needed victim to be sacrificed, so he choose the girl and killed her.
Characterization of Lord Voldemort
Actually, Voldermort's real name was Tom Marvolo Riddle. This name was given by his mother before she died. But right after he declared himself as a dark wizard, he changed his name into Lord Voldermort. Understanding characterization of Voldemort can be looked from his experience when he was a boy until he transforms "Dark Lord. By looking at his experience from Dumbledore's memory, the writer finds several points that show he is a weird boy and he behaves poorly.
When Voldemort was a boy he lived in orphanage because his mother died and his fathet left him. Losing his parents, he did not know who his parent was and lived in the orphanage was the basic reason of Riddle grew into an odd boy and behaved poorly. Mrs. Cole who ran the orphanage gave explanation about the behavior of Riddle.
" After he murdered and grabbed the two treasures of Hepzibah Smith, Riddle disappeared for a very long time and there's nobody knew about his. But when he was back, he was not Tom Riddle anymore but Lord Voldemort, "They do not call me 'Tom' anymore," he said. "These days, I am known as -" (HP6, 2005:20:442) . He chose Voldemort as his name because it reflected himself as a dark wizard. The name of Voldermort is derived from French, Voluer means steal and mort means dead, so Voldermort means the man who steals the death. (Colbert, 2006: 205) . Tom Riddle was not an innocent boy but he transformed being an evil figure. He had desire to control people and the world by killing and torturing them. He created himself as the dreaded wizard by making terror anywhere. He killed a lot of people to satisfy his desire and for him killing is an amusement thing. For example, he created horcrux (the place for soul to hide that makes someone immortal) because he wanted to be immortal so there's nobody can defeat him and to make it he had to kill people and he got that information from his teacher Prof. Slughron:
" 
The Characterization of Lord Voldemort Seen from Psychoanalysis
The development characterization of Voldemort is influenced by his past especially his childhood. In this section, the writer analyzes the hidden memory of Voldemort about his childhood that influences his character. Freud conveys that the behavior of human is more influenced by unconscious mind than conscious mind. Unconscious mind is filled by someone's painful memories and he tries to keep and hide them. From that situation, it can influence someone attitude and behavior or character (Minderop, 2011:13) . In Riddle's case he has painful memories about his father. His father was a muggle (non-wizard) and left his mom when she was pregnant Riddle. Knowing the truth about his father, he hides and keeps it just for himself. But, the truth of his family he could deny so he did nasty thing by murdering his father and his father family. He killed them because he wanted to conceal the truth and kept his secret about his family history that he was son of a muggle. According to Krech (1974:479) hate has relationship with angry and the trait that marks felling of hatred is emerge the desire to kill or destroy the source of hatred (Minderop, 2011:44) . Felling hatred makes Riddle murders his father and his father's family. As long as Riddle kept his secret, he transformed being a man who had anger and hatred about something that has connection with muggle. Eagleton (1996:437) mentions Freud says that human's mind is influenced by unconscious mind because human personality is developed by human experience (Minderop, 2011:13 ). Riddle's life was always influenced by his past, so he tried to abolish something about muggle. For example, when he studied in Hogwarts there was incident happened when Riddle opened the Chamber of Secret in Hogwarts and he need victim to be sacrificed, so he chose the girl and killed her (HP6, 2005:17:362) . The fact that the girl who killed by Voldemort is a Half-Blood likes him. He chose that girl besides he wanted to scarify her and she reminded Riddle about his family status that he was Half-Blood too. Riddle could not forget about his status that he is HalfBlood, so he did it. According to Freud that act of someone was usually influenced by his unconscious mind that tries to show up himself and what he does something without realize (Minderop, 2011:13) . What Riddle has done is influenced by his past about his blood status and he cannot forget it. Riddle's memory hides in his unconscious mind and someday it can show up again.
Hiding and keeping his status, Riddle connects his blood status with famous ancestor, Salazar Slytherin who one of the persons builds Hogwarts by his ability. Riddle can speak parseltongue (persons with the ability to speak to snakes) like the ancestor Salazar Slytherin and makes him excited about the fact "How soon Riddle learned that the famous founder of the House could talk to snakes, (…..) The knowledge can only have excited him and increased his sense of self-importance (HP6, 2005:17:360) . Riddle made Slytherin as his parents and rejected his biological parents by changing his name from Tom Riddle into Lord Voldemort because Tom is the name of his father and he really hated his father, thus he did not to use that name again. He considered himself as pure-blood and made himself as hero figure that splited the pure-blood from the half-blood and muggle. It proves that Riddle really does not want his status and wants to forget it by creating himself as pure-blood.
Following the explanation above it, describes that the characterization of Voldemort is affected by his unconscious mind. The unconscious mind itself is the place of the memory, traumatic events, and emotional events of someone. According to Minderop that unconscious mind is filled by someone's painful memories and he tries to keep and hide them (Minderop, 2011:13) . In Voldemort's case he conceals his secret memory in it. On the other hand, unconscious mind is the place of the id, as Freud says that the id is located at unconscious mind. The id itself is the part of human personality that has characteristics like boss, it has to honor, masterful, and the desire of the id must be fulfilled. As Freud mentions the way of Id's works has relation with the principle of pleasure, it means it always seek the pleasure and avoids feeling discomfort (Minderop, 2011 21) . Looking at Voldemort's case about his past that he never got what he needs in his past, so he has ambition to satisfy himself by fulfilling his needs, such as he wants to be the one who has power, immortal, and he has desire to be number one from the others. What Voldemort needs in line with the principle of the id.
Moreover, the id as structure of human personality, there is ego is a structure of it too. The ego is like the Prime Minister who has duty to fulfill what the Id needs. But, the ego works by the way satisfy the id by considering there is no trouble when the ego tries to fulfill what the id needs (Minderop, 2011:22) . Beside, that the superego is the third system of human psyche, it is the moral system. Becaus it is a moral system, the superego has role as it takes control the authority of moral in personality. It is as judge to judgment whether the action taken is right or wrong (Fudyartanta, 2012:141) .
In the case of Voldemort, the ego cannot fulfill the pleasure principle of the id because superego agganist the desire of id. It means what Voldemort needs are failed to be fulfilled. The result of that problem makes Voldemort feeling anxiety and uncomfortable always appear. In order to eliminate feeling anxiety and uncomfortable, he did the actions to satisfy his desire. For instance, he killed his father because he knew that his father left his mother and the truth that his father was a muggle. He was angry with his father and not comfort about his father status because he had desire to be the wizard who had pure-blood. He was worry if there was wizard knew about the fact of his statuse especially the wizards who followed him as the part of Death Eater. To satisfy his desire, he connected his status with the famous ancestor, Salazar Slytherin because he had same ability with him (can speak with sneak) and made himself as descent of him. The other examples showed the action of Voldemort that is influenced by id are he killed Hepzibah Smith, tried to ablish Harry Potter, and created horcruxes. Therefore, the id likely influences the personality of Voldemort and every action that he takes, it causes he grows up to be a scary man and horrible person and he also does a lot of vile actions to satisfy his desire and to avoid feeling of anxiety and uncomfortable.
Conclusion
After the writer analyzed this issue, there are several conclusions that found by the writer. First, Voldemort in novel Harry Potter and the Half Blood-Prince is categorized as antagonist character because he has nasty action and weird attitude. He is also categorized as static character because at the beginning until the end, he is consistence to do nasty action.
Second, knowing the development of character of Voldemort, the writer analyzed the characterization of Voldemort by dividing the life of him into four time: childhood, adolscence, Tom Riddle after Hogwarts, and Tom Riddle transforms being Lord Voldemort. Following that analysis, Voldemort has odd attitude, he is killer, he wants a power and every action that he has done always has bad impact for people.
Third, the writer analyzed the characterization of Voldemort based on psychoanalysis approach. The characterization of Voldemort is affected by his unconscious mind. In Voldemort's case he conceals his secret memory in it. Unconscious mind is the place of the id. Looking at Voldemort's case about his past that he never gets what he needs in his past so he has ambition to satisfy himself by fulfilling his needs, such as he wanted to be the one who had power, immortal, and he has desire to be number one from the others. What Voldemort needed in line with the principle of the id.
